
Active Art ~Bethany Ritter Hey Kids! Do you like Art? Then Active Art is the summer academy for you. Not only will you be able to paint and draw fun pictures but 

you will be able to get active and create a mural with your classmates. At the end of the week you will have a bunch of artwork to take 

home and show off to your family and friends. Projects will include decorating your very own apron to use throughout the week to help 

make things less messy. You will also get your very own canvas to create an original piece of art. Crayons and drawing pads will always be 

available for your use at any time!  We will have a fun time making beautiful art while learning new techniques. 

Adirondack Pack Basket 

Weaving ~Katherine 

Quackenbush

Investigate one of the oldest surviving traditions.  The Adirondack pack baskets are one of the oldest surviving traditions in the Adirondack 

Park. They were used to carry the heavy loads needed for hunting, trapping, fishing and other quests in the mountain wilderness. Mrs. 

Katherine Quackenbush-Blair BP Middle School art teacher will take you through the Adirondacks back in time and teach this old tradition 

of weaving reeds into original looking mini ADK baskets.  Children will love weaving these timeless pieces into their own creations.  

Comic Book Hero Design 

~Devin Wemple

Everyone has a hero somewhere hidden within. Students will discover their inner hero or perhaps their worst enemy as they dive into a 

world of heroes and villains, conceptualizing and crafting their very own comic book page. They will design the world their character 

comes from, what made their character gain their super power, craft a story, and finally create an epic scene portraying their characters 

which they will make permanent with ink. Students will learn drawing techniques, how to use perspective to make intense scenes, how to 

map out their comic page, and have practice with inking over their drawings. There are no limitations to what their imaginations will allow 

with Comic Book Hero Design.   

Comic Creations ~Bethany 

Gessinger

Create your own comic strip world with you as the star!  Comic Creations is a course for the creative mind to express art through 

storytelling and drawing.  Writing and drawing techniques will be explored throughout the course to help students illuminate and realize 

their imagination.  Students will create their own comic strip constructed on a central made up character/alter-ego based on themselves. 

(ex. “Bobby the Anti Bully Superhero”)  They will also create their own made up world/environment for their story to take place.  (ex. 

“Planet Pizza” or “Jelly Fish Abyss”)

Older and/or more artistically advanced students can do a more innovative and imaginative progression through realistic renderings for a 

more contemporary and conceptual alternative.

Students will explore and develop advanced illustration techniques that appeal to their own individual curiosities, such as Anime, 

Caricatures, Realism, etc.  They will also share ideas and critique together as a class; working as a collaborative network of artists in a 

friendly atmosphere.  This course is also an opportunity for the individual to explore and express their imagination through a creative 

process.  Final products will be displayed on the last day for friends and family to view the paintings in an on campus art show.
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Computer Construction ~Sean 

Mahon, Please Note: Instructor 

would like students in moring 

and afternoon class.

Computer Boot Camp.  CAN YOU BUILD YOUR OWN COMPUTER??  Learn now at FMCC!!!  Computers are at the core of all our everyday 

lives.  Do you want to know how to get the most out of your system?  Are you interested in how all of the parts work together?  Would 

you like to learn about new systems?  Mac? Linux? Would you like to learn how to configure your wireless access at home to keep your 

system safe?  How about discovering gaming performance software to evaluate and optimize your gaming PC?  If you answered yes to any 

of those questions, this is the camp for you! You will learn about these different topics through hands-on activities that include but are 

not limited to; PC construction, Security Software, Mac computer operation, gaming technologies and many more.

Concert Band ~Joshua 

Thompson

Summer Concert Band offers the students the opportunity to improve as a musician. This is for woodwind, brass, percussion and piano 

performers.  Students would work on scales, sight-reading, engaging repertoire, and tips and tricks for auditions.  By weeks end, the 

students will perform as a Concert Band.  Music centered will be played throughout the week.

Cooking for Kids ~Melissa 

Davidson

Become a great Chef!!!  Hands on cooking and nutrition for young people.  Our kids cooking class introduces youth to the pleasures of 

preparing and enjoying "real food". Students will learn safe knife skills, prepare delicious food, cooking with fresh ingredients, baking, 

food presentation, table setting and etiquette. Classes include: International week (Asian, Greek, Italian, French and Latin), Dining through 

the Decades (from 1950's to modern day), Farm to table, Around the USA (southwest, California, New England, Southern, and Midwest), 

Baking for breakfast, lunch and dinner. 

Cooperative Games ~Carlin 

Demarinis

We will participate in cooperative activities where we will work together to achieve common goals through problem solving.  Leadership, 

followership, cooperation, and personal growth will be the emphasis.  Activities include:  Throwing Stations; Happy Feet; Hula Hoop 

Activities; Fitness Stations; Jump Rope Activities; Can Jam; Name Games; and Croquet.

Creative Movement ~Emily 

Stegeland

This dance camp will provide a fun and exciting way to learn the fundamentals of dance. It is designed to teach a variety of different 

dance styles including jazz, hip hop, and ballet. Campers can come with NO dance experience and learn a great deal or they can come 

with a lot of experience and be challenged while expanding their skill set. Campers will learn pre-choreographed numbers and be able to 

use individual creativity to choreograph their own number to be performed in front of their peers. Campers will also be able to view and 

discuss well-known pieces and play dance-themed games throughout the week! 

Creature Design Special Effects  

~Devin Wemple

Other-worldly creatures, may they be fantastic or terrible, hold powerful significance in science fiction and horror films. Students will be 

given the job of Special Effects Creature Designer, conceptualizing their very own unique creature and the world it comes from. They will 

learn the factors to consider when designing a fantasy creature such as how they’ve physically adapted to the world they come from and 

how they survive its conditions, as it would be handled in designing a well-thought-out creature for a film. Students will sketch out various 

designs of the creature in its world and gain a clear vision of their creation. When the idea is clear, they will begin sculpting, and finally 

paint their design. On the last day, students will have their fully developed creature, but such a creature will not go without purpose other 

than decoration. They will be given attributes and students will be allowed to utilize their very own monster in an enormous board game.   



Disc Golf ~Greg Kurtz, Joe 

Jaskolka, Jaimen Hume

What is the farthest you can throw something? 50 feet? 100 feet? How would you like to learn to possibly throw something 300 feet? 

What we're talking about is throwing a disc, and the sport involved is called Disc Golf. The rules are basically the same as traditional golf 

but instead of clubs and golf balls, you use plastic discs and baskets. It involves your entire body and is great exercise, but is low impact at 

the same time. This course will teach you how to drive, approach, putt, and even throw trick shots. You’ll learn proper technique, rules, 

and etiquette, but most importantly you’ll learn how incredibly fun it can be! This course will be taught by local area disc golfers with 

more than 40 years of combined experience. Among the instructors are New York State Champions and Amateur World Championship 

contenders. Come out and see what the buzz is all about!

By the end of the week, campers will be able to play an actual round of disc golf. Demonstrate proper etiquette and safety protocols of 

disc golf.  Perform several throwing styles (backhand, forehand, overhand, rollers, and putting).  Campers will learn at their own pace.  

This will be an active camp with very little down time.  We intend to make this a fun and educational camp for all to enjoy.

Drawing, Clay, Paper Making 

~Suzanna Van Schoonhoven

This will be a week filled with CLAY! Earthenware and polymer, PAPER! Paper-making, pulp pictures, and origami. We will be making 

folded books filled with your drawings, decorated with marbalized papers and collages made by you.  There will be a drawing lesson at the 

beginning of each class.  Please wear old clothes because the paint will stain.

Experiments in Science ~Jen 

Hazzard

Hey, how about science without the tests and the lectures.  The focus will be on experiments and hands on activities with a Science 

Expert.   This is the fun stuff.  Spend your week being a scientist of all varieties! This hands on experience will offer insight and 

experimentation in environmental science, chemistry, biology, and physics.  Our mini-scientists will come away from camp with a better 

understanding of the natural world around them, and a greater appreciation for our planet. Not to mention their own solar oven and 

awesome tye-dyed t-shirt!   Please note: Student needs to bring a plain white t-shirt for the tye-dye experiment.

Hip Hop & Jazz ~Marsello Are you looking for a way to increase creativity, explore dance styles, and make new friends this summer? Signing up for dance camp will 

be a great opportunity! Participants will spend the week getting to know each other and having fun, while learning jazz and hip-hop 

routines. They will get to take part in the creative process and even perform for friends and family at the end of the week! Each three 

hour day will include activities such as warmup and stretching, games or creative movement, viewing of dance performances, technique 

practice, and choreography. No dance experience is required, but those with experience are encouraged to attend as well! Sign up for a 

week of fun!



Movie Making ~Phil Schuyler Lights Camera Action!  Bring your story to life as you learn how to shoot and edit movies and express yourself while exploring different 

filmmaking techniques.  Work with classmates as part of a production team to develop a story  idea and capture exciting movie footage 

with dynamic camera angles using professional video cameras. Then add drama to your movie by adding music and unique audio and 

visual effects using Adobe Premiere Pro, and Adobe Photoshop. Screen your original movie at the end of the week in a small film-festival-

like atmosphere and leave camp with all the tools you need to bring your stories to the screen or online to Youtube!  Students will learn: 

the movie making process, writing a storyboard, video camera techniques, editing video in Adobe Premiere Pro, editing music in Adobe 

Premiere Pro and Adobe Audition, adding text and effects to a movie; 21st Century skills:  working collaboratively with a group, 

understanding technology and safety, appropriate use of online media sources.

Painting Nature ~Bethany 

Gessinger

Learn to paint like the great masters; Leonardo da Vinci, Vincent van Gogh, or even Pablo Picasso!  While discovering a wide range of 

painting techniques in the classroom and exploring the details of patterns and formations directly from nature, students will explore the 

campus’ beautiful array of floral, arbor and overall botany of natural surroundings. Artists will capture a balanced composition through 

photography in order to produce a sophisticated painting in the style of their own individual and unique flair.  Class critiques and 

collaborations will also be shared during the course to help student’s network professional connections with each other and make new 

friends.  They will also learn fun and relevant vocabulary to help them understand and articulate the language of art.  Final products will 

be displayed on the last day for friends and family to view the paintings in an on campus art show.  This course is developed for the 

curious and the serious artist.  I look forward to working with you!  *Note* Students are encouraged to bring a camera from home, or a 

device with a camera such as a phone or tablet. A camera will be provided if the student does not have access to one. 

Stretch/Flex/Contemporarty/B

allet ~Sue Dygon

Work on the basics to learn and improve your dance skills. Sue Dygon will help you achieve your goals as a dancer with stretching and 

flexibility work as well as practice on ballet and contemporary dance. 
Tap, Jazz, Hip Hop & Ballet 

~Sue Dygon

Grades 6-8 (younger students with 2 years experience) Workshop will include stretch and flexibility (prep for splits and extensions). Ballet 

and Contemporary Leaps and Turns. Contemporary dance which will be a combination of Modern dance and Ballet with a touch of lyrical 

and some acrobatic for those capable.

Theatre ~Logan Rowe Want to become an expert in putting on a stage production.  ACTING, DIRECTING, STAGE DESIGN...  Well, then this is the class for you! In 

Intro to Theatre, students will learn every aspect of theatre from acting, directing, lighting, design, and more and will have a chance to 

help or be a part of one of those areas in an end of the course performance. Besides learning about all the cool aspects of live 

performance, students will also participate in team building games and improv lessons to help them work together and always be on their 

toes. Whether students want to be in the spotlight or work behind the scenes, there is a place for everyone in Intro to Theatre!



Tone Chimes Choir & African 

Drums ~Luke Horst

The tone chimes offer students a very unique and beautiful way to explore music, but are easy enough to learn so the very beginner 

and/or more advanced musician can be successful at playing them.  We will use the tone chimes to play several different styles of music 

as well as to learn some basic music reading skills.  Putting them together in a choir will also give the students the opportunity to work 

together as a team, and by the end of the camp we will be able to present excellent pieces for others to enjoy!  I will also include some 

work on the African drums as another unique musical experience for students to explore.

Video Game Design ~Devin 

Wemple

Students will embark on a journey into creating their own video games. Every pixel will be their own, every animation and movement will 

be by their own hand in programming, and every possibility is out there for them to harness and create in their own video game. Students 

will learn how easy it can be to make basic two dimensional games, but also may take it to the next level with advanced programming and 

design something unique and original. They will be given step-by-step instructions for programming, learn how to draw with pixels, and 

craft a game that they may take home with them on a USB storage device to show their friends and family.

Watercolor in the Adirondacks 

~Katherine Quackenbush

Watercolor landscapes: a Day in the Adirondacks, Students will be so excited to see this free flowing watercolor painting come to life right 

before their eyes.  The washes become a walk in the Adirondacks. All ages will enjoy making several watercolor paintings while learning 

the styles and techniques of Plan Air Painters of the Adirondacks and create their own.

Zombie Makeup Special Effects 

~Devon Wemple

Students will get a glimpse of what goes on in creating the lunging terror manifested on the big screen, discovering the world of Special 

Makeup Effects. They will get a hands-on experience in applying trauma makeup and learn how to use liquid latex in making their 

creations. Demonstrations will be given to show students just how movie makeup is applied and be given the tools to do it themselves. 

They will also learn how to sculpt and fabricate their own prosthetic wounds. Finally, on the last day of class, students will design and 

apply zombie makeup, utilizing the techniques they will have harnessed throughout the week.


